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Abstract

In this paper, a new decision tree-based clustering technique
called Phonetic, Dimensional and State Positional Decision
Tree (PDS-DT) is proposed. In PDS-DT, phonetic contexts, di-
mensions and state positions are grouped simultaneously during
decision tree construction. PDS-DT provides a complicate dis-
tribution sharing structure without any external control parame-
ters. In speaker-independent continuous speech recognition ex-
periments, PDS-DT achieved about 13%–15% error reduction
over the phonetic decision tree-based state-tying technique.

1. Introduction
In large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems,
context-dependent model, typically triphone, and continuous
density HMMs are often used. The use of triphones rather than
monophones is known to provide higher recognition accuracy.
While the large number of triphones can help to capture varia-
tions in speech data, it results in too many free-parameters in a
system. Maintaining a good balance between the model com-
plexity and model robustness is important in acoustic modeling.
Therefore, various parameter clustering techniques have been
proposed [1–5]. The use of Phonetic Decision Trees (P-DT) [5]
is a good solution to this problem. It has two advantages over
bottom-up based approaches [1–3]. First, by incorporating pho-
netic knowledge into questions, it can assign unseen triphones
to the leaf nodes of decision trees. Second, the splitting proce-
dure of the decision tree provides a way of keeping the balance
of model complexity and robustness.

In decision tree-based acoustic modeling, a model-tying ap-
proach and state-tying approach were developed. The state-
tying approach is widely used because it provides a more de-
tailed level of sharing and outperforms the model-tying ap-
proach [5]. However, in state-tying approach, all dimensions of
state output probability distribution have common sharing struc-
ture. In speech recognition, mel-cepstral coefficients (mel-cep-
strum) and their time derivatives (∆mel-cepstrum, ∆2mel-cep-
strum) are widely used as acoustic features. Mel-cepstral coef-
ficients in the lower quefrency range are generally considered to
have more significant information than those in the higher que-
frency range. Likewise, static coefficients have more significant
information than their time derivatives. Therefore, assigning a
greater number of distributions to the coefficients in the lower
quefrency range than those in the higher quefrency range and
to the static coefficients than their time derivatives may result
in better recognition performance. The feature vector can be
modeled more efficiently by a proper context-dependent shar-
ing structure for each dimension of feature vector.

In [6], a clustering technique called Dimensional Split Pho-
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Decision Trees was proposed. In this paper, it is referred
honetic and Dimensional Decision Trees (PD-DT). It de-

nes whether the distribution of each dimension should be
r not when applying a question. It gives a proper context-
dent sharing structure for grouped dimensions. The PD-
thought to adopt questions about contexts and dimen-

enerally, a decision tree is built for each state of each base
in state-tying approach. However, it is possible to build

le tree by applying questions about state positions. The
tying structure can be constructed across state positions.
t research [7,8] shows that the state-tying across state po-

s do not occur for the most of trees. Questions about state
ons were applied at root node and its neighboring nodes
h decision tree, hence constructed sharing structures were
t the same as conventional decision trees for each state
on of each base phone. However, each dimension could
different state-position and phonetic-context dependency.
his paper introduces questions about state positions in PD-
nd proposes a technique for simultaneous clustering of
tic contexts, dimensions and state positions. It is a uni-
chnique for decision tree-based acoustic modeling based

DL criterion [9]. Experimental results shows the effective-
f state-positional-split with dimensional-split.
Section 2, implementation of PDS-DT is described. In

n 3, PDS-DT is evaluated in speaker-independent contin-
speech recognition experiments. The last section presents
usions and future topics.

2. Implementation of PDS-DT
ection introduces questions about state positions into PD-
nd proposes PDS-DT.

PD-DT based clustering

er to construct a proper context-dependent sharing struc-
or each dimension, Phonetic and Dimensional Decision
(PD-DT) is proposed [6]. In P-DT clustering based on

um Description Length (MDL) criterion [10], when split-
ode S with question q into nodes S q+ and S q−, the change
del Description Length (DL), ∆(q)

DL(S ), is given by

)
L(S ) =

1
2

{
Γ(S q+) log

∣∣∣Σ(S q+)
∣∣∣ + Γ(S q−) log

∣∣∣Σ(S q−)
∣∣∣

− Γ(S ) log |Σ(S )|
}
+ K logΓ(S 0) , (1)

Γ(·) is the accumulated state occupancy of each node, Σ(·)
covariance matrix of each node, K is the dimensionality of



the feature vector, and S 0 denotes the root node of the decision
tree. In case of diagonal covariance, (1) can be rewritten as

∆
(q)
DL(S ) =

K∑

k=1

∆
(q)
DL(S , k) , (2)

∆
(q)
DL(S , k) =

1
2

{
Γ(S q+) logσ2(S q+, k) + Γ(S q−) logσ2(S q−, k)

− Γ(S ) logσ2(S , k)
}
+ log Γ(S 0) , (3)

where σ2(S , k) , σ2(S q+, k), and σ2(S q−, k) are the k-th elements
of diagonal covariance matrices Σ(S ), Σ(S q+), and Σ(S q−), re-
spectively. Thus, the change in DL for whole distribution
∆

(q)
DL(S ) is given by the total change in DL for each dimen-

sion, ∆(q)
DL(S , k). In PD-DT, a question is applied only for the

dimensions which satisfy ∆(q)
DL(S , k) < 0. The set of dimensions

H(q)(S ) to be split using question q, the change in DL ∆(q)
DL(S )

for question q, and the best question qbest for contextual split are
given by

H(q)(S ) =
{

k
∣∣∣ k ∈ G(S ), ∆(q)

DL(S , k) < 0
}
, (4)

∆
(q)
DL(S ) =

∑

k∈H(q)(S )

∆
(q)
DL(S , k) , (5)

qbest = arg min
q∈Q ∆

(q)
DL(S ) , (6)

respectively, where G(S ) is a set of dimensions existing in node
S , and Q is a set of questions.

The PD-DT based clustering shown in Fig.1 is outlined as
follows:

Step 1: For all of nodes in decision tree, calculate ∆(qbest)
DL and

determine H(qbest).

Step 2: Choose node S which has the minimum ∆(qbest)
DL .

Step 3: Split node S dimensionally into two nodes S 1 and S 2

according to H(qbest)(S ). S 1 is composed of dimensions
which exist in H(qbest)(S ), and S 2 is composed of dimen-
sions which do not exist in H(qbest)(S ) while existing in
G(S ).

Step 4: Split node S 1 contextually into S qbest+ and S qbest− by
question qbest.

Step 5: If ∆(qbest)
DL ≥ 0 for all of nodes, no splitting is conducted.

Otherwise, return to step 1.

2.2. Questions about state positions

Generally, a decision tree is built for each state position of each
base phone, with the goal of grouping context-dependent phone
HMM states into several equivalent classes. However, model
performance could be improved when building a single decision
tree to group all states associated with a base phone, because it
could make better use of the training data than clustering only
across the same state position: the trees should maximize likeli-
hood (or minimize model description length in MDL criterion)
by adjusting the amount of tying across state positions as well
as across contexts. This paper introduces the knowledge which
the neighboring states can be tied into questions about state po-
sitions as follows:

• Is this the 1st state of the model ?

• Is this the 1st or 2nd state of the model ?
· · ·
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e 1: An overview of Phonetic and Dimensional Decision
PD-DT) based clustering.

Is this the 1st, 2nd, . . . , or N-th state of the model ?

s paper, P-DT and PD-DT with questions about state po-
s are referred to as Phonetic and State positional Decision
(PS-DT) and Phonetic, Dimensional and State positional
ion Trees (PDS-DT), respectively.

Introduction of questions about state positions in
-based clustering

hange in model DL in P-DT and PS-DT (Eq. (1)) can be
ten as

∆
(q)
DL(S ) = ∆(q)

Likelihood(S ) + Threshold , (7)

kelihood(S ) =
1
2

{
Γ(S q+) log

∣∣∣Σ(S q+)
∣∣∣ + Γ(S q−) log

∣∣∣Σ(S q−)
∣∣∣

− Γ(S ) log |Σ(S )|
}
, (8)

hreshold = K log Γ(S 0) . (9)

ise, the change in model DL in PD-DT and PDS-DT
3)) can be rewritten as

∆
(q)
DL(S , k) = ∆(q)

Likelihood(S , k) + Threshold , (10)

(q)
Likelihood(S , k) =

1
2

{
Γ(S q+) logσ2(S q+, k) (11)

+Γ(S q−) logσ2(S q−, k) − Γ(S ) logσ2(S , k)
}
, (12)

Threshold = log Γ(S 0) . (13)

ions (7)–(13) show that the MDL-based clustering tech-
s is equivalent to the ML-based clustering techniques
the threshold of increase in likelihood is set to K logΓ(S 0)
T and PS-DT, logΓ(S 0) in PD-DT and PDS-DT.
PS-DT and PDS-DT, the state occupancy count of root
Γ(S 0) is set to total occupancy of all state positions. There-
threshold will increase and the number of leaf node will
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Figure 2: An overview of a sharing structure constructed by
PDS-DT (#states=3, #dimensions=5).

decrease. In order to compare the technique with and without
questions about state positions in almost same number of free-
parameters, two cases are examined.

case 1 Γ(S 0) =
∑N

n=1 Γ(S
n
0)

case 2 Γ(S 0) =
∑

n∈S Γ(S n
0)

where Γ(S n
0) denotes the total state occupancy count for the n-

th state position. In case 2, the same sharing structure will be
constructed when questions about state positions are applied at
root node and its neighboring nodes of the decision tree. In this
paper, PS-DT in case 1 and case 2 are referred to as PS-DT(1)
and PS-DT(2), respectively. Also, PDS-DT in case 1 and case
2 are referred to as PDS-DT(1) and PDS-DT(2), respectively.

2.4. Constructed sharing structure by PDS-DT

In PDS-DT, proper context-dependent and state-position-
dependent sharing structure for grouped dimensions can be con-
structed. PDS-DT has no external control parameter because it
is based on the MDL criterion. An overview of constructed
sharing structure by the proposed technique is illustrated in
Fig.2. In Fig.2, distributions whose index = 3, 7, 8 are shared
across state positions. Index = 7, 8 are shared across 3 states.
Although Index = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are 2-dimensional distributions,
each distribution is composed of different dimensions of feature
vector. Index = 1, 2 are composed of c(1) and c(4), index = 3
is composed of c(2) and c(5), index = 4, 5 are composed of c(1)
and c(2), and index = 6 is composed of c(4) and c(5). PDS-
DT can construct phonetic-context and state-position dependent
sharing structure for grouped dimensions.

This sharing structure is similar to the asynchronous tran-
sition HMM with sequential constraints [11, 12]. In [11, 12],
after construction of a context-dependent sharing structure for
each dimension separately by FD-SSS [13], a parameter tying
structure across state positions is constructed from the bottom
up. In contrast to [11, 12], PDS-DT can group dimensions and
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e 3: Example of PDS-DT for the phoneme /N/ (#states=3).

ruct a sharing structure across state positions and phonetic
xts simultaneously.

3. Experiments
Experimental conditions

aluate the proposed technique, a gender-dependent contin-
speech recognition experiment was conducted. The ASJ-
tabase (phonetically-balanced sentences) and ASJ-JNAS

ase (Japanese newspaper article sentences speech corpus)
used. About 20,000 sentences spoken by about 130 male
ers were used for training. The IPA-98-TestSet that was
ed for acoustic model training served as the test data. This
ta consists of a total of 100 sentences spoken by 23 speak-

he speech data was down-sampled from 20kHz to 16kHz,
wed at a 5-ms frame rate using a 25-ms Blackman win-
and parameterized into 18 mel-cepstral coefficients with
-cepstral analysis technique [14]. Static coefficients ex-
g zero-th coefficients and their first and second derivatives
ing zero-th coefficients were used as feature parameters.
ral mean subtraction was applied to each utterance. Three,
and five-state left-to-right HMMs were used to model 43
ese phonemes, and 118 questions about phonetic contexts
prepared in decision tree construction. In order to evalu-
e sharing structure obtained by each clustering technique,
Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrix per leaf node

sed in this experiment.
he one-pass Viterbi algorithm was used for decoding with
onotactic constraints of phoneme sequences in Japanese.
nition results were shown in phoneme error rates. The

insertion penalty was varied until the number of insertions
eletions in the recognizer output are approximately equal
ch result.

Experimental results

e 3 shows the example of decision tree for phoneme /N/
by PDS-DT. As shown in Fig.3, PDS-DT constructed a
ent phonetic-context and state-position dependent sharing
ure for grouped dimensions.
able 1 shows the total numbers of distributions (leaf
) and free-parameters for each technique. It shows that
mbers of distributions of PD-DT and PDS-DT were much
than that of P-DT and PS-DT. However, the numbers of
arameters of PD-DT and PDS-DT were about 13%–18%
er than that of P-DT and PS-DT. Table 1 may indicate that
T and PDS-DT has more representation ability without
sing the number of free parameters in a system.



Table 1: Numbers of states, distributions (leaf nodes), and free-
parameters for each technique.

#states techniques #distributions #param.

3 P-DT 6,955 778,960
PS-DT(1) 6,480 (0%) 725,760
PS-DT(2) 6,955 (0%) 778,960
PD-DT 186,596 645,560

PDS-DT(1) 176,582 (0.25%) 603,842
PDS-DT(2) 185,743 (0.23%) 644,004

4 P-DT 8,255 924,560
PS-DT(1) 7,584 (0%) 850,080
PS-DT(2) 8,255 (0%) 924,560
PD-DT 233,109 783,912

PDS-DT(1) 217,633 (0.60%) 722,234
PDS-DT(2) 234,350 (0.54%) 780,568

5 P-DT 9,322 1,044,064
PS-DT(1) 8,404 (0.93%) 941,248
PS-DT(2) 9,236 (0.90%) 1,034,432
PD-DT 272,817 899,424

PDS-DT(1) 251,260 (2.28%) 814,408
PDS-DT(2) 275,220 (2.11%) 893,574

When each model has 3 or 4-state HMM topology, ty-
ing across state positions did not occur in PS-DT(1) and PS-
DT(2). Therefore, constructed sharing structures of P-DT and
PS-DT(2) were completely the same. However, in PDS-DT(1)
and PDS-DT(2), distribution tying across state position was oc-
curred. When each model has 5-state HMM topology, about 2%
of the distributions was tied across state position.

Figure 4 shows the speech recognition performance of each
technique. In the case of 3 or 4-state HMM topology, although
PDS-DT achieved almost the same recognition performance
compared with PD-DT, 13–15% error reduction over P-DT and
PS-DT was achieved. However, in the case of 5-state HMM
topology, PDS-DT achieved a 7% error reduction over PD-DT
and a 16% error reduction over P-DT and PS-DT.

These results indicates new knowledge as follows:

• The dimensional-split in decision tree-based clustering
improves recognition performance.

• Questions about state positions in decision tree-based
state tying technique is not valid because tying across
state positions does not occur.

• Questions about state positions with dimensional-split
technique is effective when the number of states in HMM
topology is large.

4. Conclusion and future works
This paper presents a new clustering technique called Pho-
netic, Dimensional and State Positional Decision Tree (PDS-
DT). PDS-DT can construct a proper context-dependent and
state-position-dependent sharing structure for grouped dimen-
sions. In speaker-independent continuous phoneme recognition
experiments, the proposed PDS-DT successfully reduced the
phoneme error rates by 1–7% over the Phonetic and Dimen-
sional Decision Tree (PD-DT) based clustering technique [6]
resulting in 13–15% error reduction over the conventional Pho-
netic Decision Tree (P-DT) based state-tying technique [5, 10].
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